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Abstract
The paper presents a new corpus of dialogue speech designed specifically for research in the field of speech entrainment. Given that the
degree of accommodation may depend on a number of social factors, the corpus is designed to encompass 5 types of relations between
the interlocutors: those between siblings, close friends, strangers of the same gender, strangers of the other gender, strangers of which
one has a higher job position and greater age. Another critical decision taken in this corpus is that in all these social settings one speaker
is kept the same. This allows us to trace the changes in his/her speech depending on the interlocutor. The basic set of speakers consists
of 10 pairs of same–gender siblings (including 4 pairs of identical twins) aged 23–40, and each of them was recorded in the 5 settings
mentioned above. In total we obtained 90 dialogues of 25–60 minutes each. The speakers played a card game and a map game; they
were recorded in a soundproof studio without being able to see each other due to a non-transparent screen between them. The corpus
contains orthographic, phonetic and prosodic annotation and is segmented into turns and inter-pausal units.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
speech entrainment research. The studies on the topic contribute to understanding of the processes at work in human–
human communication and offer perspectives for the imitation of these processes in human–computer interaction.
However, the problem of speech material for investigations
in this field is still present.
The corpora recorded specifically for studies on entrainment include those for national varieties of English (Pardo, 2006) (Branigan et al., 2000) (Levitan et al.,
2016) (Nenkova et al., 2008), German (Schweitzer and
Lewandowski, 2013), French (Bailly and Lelong, 2010),
Italian (Savino et al., 2016), Japanese (Kawahara et al.,
2015) and other languages; Russian, however, is not one
of these.
In the studies on entrainment, one of the most popular ways
of arranging a conversation between participants is a taskoriented dialogue in a game form. The tasks are sometimes restricted in terms of spontaneity (Bailly and Lelong,
2010), but in most cases they encourage free communication (De Looze et al., 2014). The types of games include map tasks (Pardo, 2006), ranking objects important
for survival in a dangerous situation (Kousidis et al., 2009),
card matching (Szekely et al., 2015), matching Tangram
figures (Savino et al., 2016). This form of interaction requires engagement and cooperation of participants which
is expected to be a favourable condition for entrainment.
Other ways of obtaining spontaneous speech for studying
entrainment are conversations on free topics (Natale, 1975)
or given ones. In the majority of cases speakers have no
visual contact.
Another approach to material collection in this field is shad-

owing tasks (Babel, 2009) (Bulatov, 2009) (Pardo et al.,
2013). One of the widespread types of this task requires
a participant to repeat words after the model talker. The
method allows for a more direct observation of entrainment; however, it lacks spontaneity.
The number of speakers in the existing corpora varies
greatly. The largest groups of subjects are found in the experiments with shadowing tasks (e.g. in (Babel, 2009)—
2 male model talkers, 117 shadowers (53 male, 64 female);
in (Pardo et al., 2017)—12 model talkers (6 male, 6 female), 96 shadowers (48 male, 48 female)). As for dialogues, both task-oriented and free conversations, the number of participants ranges from about 10 to 25 (however,
not all the data is balanced in terms of gender). Some authors report that the interlocutors were strangers to each
other (Pardo, 2006) or were acquainted (Savino et al.,
2016); rare experimental designs use the degree of familiarity as a variable (Schweitzer and Lewandowski, 2013).
The corpora differ in terms of annotation. Some are
provided with orthographic transcriptions (Schweitzer and
Lewandowski, 2013), prosodic annotation, segmentation
on different levels (turn-level (Kawahara et al., 2015),
speech–pause intervals (Savino et al., 2016), syllable and
word levels (Schweitzer and Lewandowski, 2013).
It should be mentioned that many studies rely on the corpora originally designed for other purposes. The employed methods are similar to those described above and
include dialogues—theme-based or free conversations and
performing a broad variety of game tasks—e.g., (Reichel
and Cole, 2016), (Levitan et al., 2015), (Cabarrão et al.,
2016), (Karpiński et al., 2014) and etc. An apparent advantage of these corpora is their wide annotations. It is
important to note that some of the corpora vary the de-
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gree of familiarity between participants (e.g. in (Cabarrão
et al., 2016)—from strangers to twin sisters, in (Ireland et
al., 2011)—strangers and couples engaged in romantic relationship).
The corpus presented in this study is the first corpus of Russian speech recorded specifically for the purposes of entrainment research. This corpus, named SibLing, was designed taking into account the latest experience obtained
by other research groups in the field. SibLing contains 90
dialogues from 100 speakers. Apart from the size of the
corpus, one of its considerable advantages is that the data is
balanced in terms of speakers’ gender and degree of familiarity (strangers, friends, siblings, twins). The dialogues are
in the form of games, namely, map tasks and card matching
(finding two elements in common). The choice of this technique enables future comparison with the results obtained
on other corpora using the same tasks.
The entire corpus has both orthographic and phonetic transcription; the annotation levels include turn-boundaries,
inter–pausal units, keywords, and partially prosodic annotation. The SibLing corpus will be freely available to scientific groups. Please contact the first author to request access
to the corpus.

2.

Corpus design

The basic set of the dialogues was recorded from 10 pairs
of same–gender siblings aged between 231 and 40 (5 male
pairs, 5 female pairs); of these, there were 4 pairs of identical (monozygotic) twins (2 male pairs, 2 female pairs). The
basic set of speakers is presented in Table 1.
Each of these speakers communicated with the following
interlocutors:
1. their sibling, same gender, (approx.) same age;
2. a close friend, same gender, approx. same age;
3. a stranger, same gender, approx. same age;
4. a stranger, other gender, approx. same age;
5. a stranger of older age having a high job position,
same gender.
All the interlocutors were native Russian speakers that now
reside in Saint Petersburg; none of the speakers reported on
any speaking or hearing impairment. In all pairs of interlocutors except for those from the group 5 the age difference did not exceed 4 years.
In total, the corpus comprises 90 dialogues. The recordings were obtained in the recording studio in a WAV format with 24-bit, 44100-Hz sampling frequency to ensure
the quality of the material. Each speaker was recorded using AKG HSC 271, an individual headset equipped with a
condenser microphone. Additionally, a bi-directional microphone (Audio-Technica AT 2050) was placed between
the speakers. Thus, speech was recorded from three sources
in multi-channel mode; the recorded speech was exported
1

In Russia, 23 is the age when a person usually graduates from
a university or college.

Speakers
S01, S02
S03, S04
S05, S06
S07, S08
S09, S10
S11, S12
S13, S14
S15, S16
S17, S18
S19, S20

Gender
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F

Relation
twins
siblings
siblings
siblings
twins
twins
siblings
siblings
twins
siblings

Ages
26, 26
36, 38
36, 38
31, 36
38, 38
24, 24
28, 30
33, 30
23, 23
32, 33

Table 1: The basic set of speakers

into three separate audio files. The interlocutors were separated by a non-transparent screen used to prevent them from
seeing each other and the cards/maps of the other speaker.
Speakers completed two speaking tasks which lasted between 25 and 60 minutes in total. Task one was a card
game based on searching for similarities in two decks of
ten cards. The cards were very much like the ones from the
famous Dixit card game designed by Jean-Louis Roubira,
i.e. each card depicted several different objects combined
in one dreamlike picture. One of the participants was instructed to describe his/her upper card to the interlocutor,
while the other’s task was to look through his/her deck and
find a card with at least two matching objects. The decks
were arranged randomly, yet had a number of similar objects depicted. The speakers took turns to describe their
picture, thus swapping the Leader and the Follower roles
several times. The game lasted for 10–12 minutes; then the
speakers were asked to proceed to task two.
Task two was a map task in which the interlocutors were
asked to guide each other through a set of schematic maps.
Each pair of speakers was given four pairs of maps so that
each speaker got two “complete” and two “incomplete”
ones. A complete map had a route marked on it, whereas an
incomplete one lacked the route; additionally, some landmarks differed or were replaced—see example on Figure 1.
A person having a complete map was asked to explain the
route to his/her interlocutor, and the latter had to draw it
on his/her own incomplete map. After the explanation,
the other person was instructed to repeat the route he/she
had drawn. The speakers took turns to describe their complete map, thus swapping the Leader and the Follower roles
4 times.
Each pair of maps contained 5 keywords that were kept the
same in all the recordings. All the keywords mostly contained vowels and sonorants (and very rarely voiced fricatives) to enable reliable comparison of prosody during further analysis. All the keywords are listed in Table 2.
As each speaker of the basic set of siblings participated in
5 recordings, each map set had 5 varieties, with keywords
kept the same but the route and other landmarks differing.
After completing the tasks, speakers were asked to fill in
two questionnaires. The first one was filled by each speaker
only once and included personal questions: his/her age,
gender, level of education, profession, birthplace, native
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Map
1
2
3

4

Keywords
þâåë
èðíûé /juvj i"lj irn1j/ jeweller’s, âîåííûé ðàé
îí /va"jenn1j ra"jon/ military district, ìûëîâ
àðíÿ
/m1la"varnj a/ soap factory, àâèà
óçåë /avj ia"uzj il/ air hub, ìàâçîëåé /mavza"lj ej/ shrine
ðàâí
èíà /rav"nj ina/ flatland, ìàë
èíîâàÿ àëëåÿ /ma"lj inavaja a"lj lj eja/ raspberry lane, çåìë
ÿ îëåíåé
j
j
j j
/z im"l a a"l en ij/ deer land, ðó
èíû /ru"in1/ ruins, âçì
îðüå /"vzmorj ji/ seashore
ìóðàâåéíèê /mura"vj ejnj ik/ ant hill, âîð
îíèé âîëüåð /va"ronj ij va"lj jer/ crows’ aviary, â
èííûå çåìëè
j
j
j

/"v inn1ji "z eml i/ wine lands, çàîçåðüå /zaa"zj erj ji/ across the lake, îçåðî ßìíîå
/"ozj ira "jamnaji/
lake Yamnoye
ëàìèí
àðèÿ /lamj i"narj ija/ laminaria, âàëåðè
àíà /valj i"rj jana/ valeriana, ì
àëüâà /"malj va/ malva,
ëèì
îí /lj i"mon/ lemon tree, àë
îý /a"loe/ aloe
Table 2: Keywords for the map task

3. dialogue turns
4. fundamental frequency pulses
5. orthographic and prosodic transcription
6. phonetic transcription
7. keywords

Figure 1: A pair of maps used in sibling–sibling recordings
with keyword set #3 (see Table 2.) (Keywords are underlined here, but were not underlined on the prints used during the recording.)

language, experience in practicing pronunciation of foreign
languages, cities where he/she spent their childhood/went
to school/attended a university or college, and cities where
he/she had lived for at least one year. The second questionnaire was filled after every recorded dialogue and contained
a series of open questions intended to find out whether the
speaker felt comfortable during this particular session and
whether the task was completed successfully.

3.

Annotation

The annotation scheme includes seven tiers:
1. clipped speech fragments
2. inter-pausal units

Fragments of clipped speech were detected automatically
based on speech signal amplitude with the threshold of
99.9 % of the maximum possible amplitude. A 20 ms long
speech frame was defined as clipped if it contained more
than two clipped amplitude peaks.
Inter-pausal units (IPUs) were detected automatically by
means of the speech detection module provided within
Kaldi ASR toolkit (Ghahremani et al., 2014). The small
amount of error decisions produced by the automatic procedure was corrected manually.
Dialogue turns were detected automatically based on IPU
boundaries. The IPU of a certain speaker was detected as
the first IPU of a dialogue turn if it was pronounced within
a pause in the interlocutor’s speech. The main rule was that
there could not be two consecutive turns pronounced by the
same speaker. Backchannel turns were the only exception
for this rule and were annotated with a special label. All
the turn collisions that occurred due to overlap of turns and
backchannels were corrected manually.
Fundamental frequency (F0 ) within IPUs was calculated
by means of the pitch detection module from Kaldi ASR
toolkit. Of all the F0 values calculated for each processing
frame, we keep only those with the probability of voicing
above 0.85. With the threshold this high, we aim to get rid
of those pitch pulses that occur at segment boundaries and
usually cause microprosodic events. The subsequent approximation of F0 pulses was produced by means of linear
interpolation and alignment of pulses along the F0 contour
of the voiced fragments. Voiceless fragments were bridged
by means of linear interpolation. Then each F0 pulse was
labeled with the value of its fundamental frequency.
The orthographic and prosodic transcription of the IPUs
was produced manually by professional linguists according to the rules developed earlier by our research team for
another speech corpus (Kachkovskaia et al., 2016). The
orthographic transcription was produced for all the dialogues. Punctuation marks were not used except for the
question mark, apostrophe and hyphen. The spelling of a
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MTLD
48.84
59.93
44.04
65.53
65.46

Vocabulary
7169
4106
3793
10765
19231

N of words
52541
18636
33091
52541
119859

Table 3: Comparison of MTLD, size of vocabulary and
number of words in CoRuSS and SibLing corpora. For SibLing, we also present data on card game only and map task
only. CoRuSS (part) is a part with the same amount of running words as in the whole SibLing corpus.
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SibLing (maps)
CoRuSS (part)
CoRuSS (all)
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word included stress indication according to standard pronunciation rules. Various speech disfluencies (including
false-starts, self-corrections, word abruptions, hesitations),
non-speech events (including laughter, meaningful clicks,
coughs) were indicated as well.
Non-standard (occasional) pronunciations (e.g., with sound
replacement—such as “æèæäà” instead of “æèæà”,
slush) were indicated and added to a special list to enable
access to both the pronounced variant and the intended one.
Then, prosodic annotation was added to the orthographic
transcription. Using a special set of symbols, the annotators marked the intonational phrase boundaries, the nuclear
accent and the type of the melodic movement within the nucleus. The prosodic annotation scheme is described in details in (Volskaya and Kachkovskaia, 2016) and is roughly
in line with the British School’s annotation principles (such
as in the description provided by O’Connor and Arnold):
an intonational phrase usually contains one nucleus, and
the melodic movement within the nucleus is one of a set
of values defined for this particular language. As manual
prosodic annotation is a very time consuming procedure we
annotated only the card game dialogues (approx. 12 minutes for each pair of speakers).
Broad phonetic transcription—in accordance with the rules
of Russian standard pronunciation (Avanesov, 1984)—was
produced by the automatic text transcriber with the orthographic transcription as an input. The transcriber used
here was developed at the Department of Phonetics, SaintPetersburg State University (Evdokimova et al., 2017).
The keyword tier includes manual annotation of physical
boundaries of the keywords. The keyword list was defined
a priori—see Table 2.
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Figure 2: Long-term average spectra for a pair of female
twins: S01 and S02.

The main observation is that lexical diversity within the
SibLing corpus is smaller than the one of CoRuSS data.
It is an expected result as here dialogues are limited in
topics 2 . This becomes particularly clear when we compare data calculated separately for the card game and for
the map task. With the card game, the lexical diversity is
closer to the value obtained for CoRuSS which contains
free–conversation dialogues. With the map task, on the
other hand, the lexicon is very limited—first, due to object
names directly written on maps, and second, due to multiple repetitions of direction words (“right”, “left”, “turn”,
“go around” etc.). This observation enables to use different parts of the SibLing corpus for specific tasks. Thus, the
lexically poor map task subcorpus makes it easy to look for
signs of speech entrainment in the lexicon (choosing between synonyms) and compare pronunciations of the same
words by different speakers.

4.2.

Speaker difference and similarity

To roughly analyze the differences and similarities between the speakers, we calculated long-term average spectra (Löfqist and Mandersson, 1987) for female twins (Figure 2), female siblings (Figure 3) and female non-relative
speakers (Figure 4). The correlation analysis of the plotted
spectra resulted in following:
• twins (S01 and S02): r=0.98
• same-sex siblings (S03 and S04): r=0.96

General overview of the data

Lexical diversity

We estimated lexical diversity with the measure of textual lexical diversity (MTLD) proposed by McCarthy (McCarthy and Jarvis, 2010). This measure allows comparing
text of various lengths, whereas simple Text-Type Ratio
(TTR) has a strong negative correlation with text length.
As an input we used the orthographical transcription of the
dialogues lemmatized by Pymorphy2 (Korobov, 2015). Table 3 presents lexical diversity of the recorded dialogues in
comparison with the Corpus of Russian spontaneous speech
(CoRuSS) (Kachkovskaia et al., 2016). CoRuSS is an annotated collection of free-topic dialogues by sixty speakers.

0.5

• non-related speakers (S03 and S05): r=0.91
• non-related speakers (S03 and S08): r=0.92
• non-related speakers (S05 and S08): r=0.91
The preliminary results of correlation analysis show that
same-sex close-age siblings speak almost with the same
similarity of the voice as twins do. The corpus will make it
possible to analyze entrainment of both twins and close-age
siblings speaking in similar conditions.
2

For linguistic properties, including lexical diversity, of different types of conversational tasks see (Pallotti, 2019)
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-10

verification tasks. As for speech technologies, apart from
entrainment research, the SibLing corpus will be useful for
a range of tasks in the field of speaker verification.
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Figure 3: Long-term average spectra for a pair of female
siblings S03 and S04.
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Figure 4: Long-term average spectra for three female nonrelative speakers: S03, S05, S08.

5.

Conclusion

The corpus presented in this paper, SibLing, is specifically
designed to solve various tasks in the field of speech entrainment. Based on the up-to-date publications, the corpus
includes dialogues between speakers of 5 degrees of “closeness” (familiarity)—from siblings to strangers of different
social status. This design, along with the impressive size of
the corpus and balance in gender, makes SibLing a unique
resource.
Being a spontaneous speech corpus, SibLing is well-suited
for solving a broad variety of other tasks within the fields
of both phonetics and speech technology. Phonetics tasks
include investigating various phenomena of spontaneous
speech, such as disfluencies and strategies of turn-taking.
Of particular interest is research on how a speaker’s voice
changes in different social situations—in our case, depending on who he/she is speaking with; knowing the limits of
variability for one speaker are crucial in solving speaker
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